
Dear *au, 
	 Nixon/Tam' 	 4/13/14 

Last night's T news had ahirtasleavad OBA Adaiaistaator Sampson saying that 
offer of a million bark for his papers or not, bixoa gave Gak what it regarda as a 
valid "deed" and these papers are nov the people's property and Epson ain't tot gonna 
give /en apt  neither. So there. 

Great stuff, even when repeated on early a.m. noaa today. 
Noa thia seers to me to have meaning over and above the hidden claim that the whole 

deal was 'roper and. lei., the obvious interpretation. 
It means that Sampson et al are claiming that an overtly illegal arrangement= 

legal and that they are perpetuating the hanaroua conspiracies to hide the illegality. 

Off the top of the head, taese arc t1k illegalities all involving conspiracy: 

There has to be and was not a finding of national interest in the "gift." 
There has to be and wan not a finding of national interest in the restriotions. 
There has to be agreement to the restrictions. There was not 
all of this has to have been in writing and was not. ;: have copies. 

This also romans that there has to have been the same conspiracies to cover the 
same crimes within IRS, which has twice audited and twice failed to charge or even 
report these -things. 

Suppose the deficienoies were recognized and the proper papers :here drawn and signed 
after the first audit and before the second, after all of this got into the news? Is 
that not recogairatioa of the illeaality of the whole deal? 

We discussed day before yesterday your saaaking to the Nader people, Plerser in 
particular, whither they would be interested in pumbaa this. 

n my files, what is rolevaat includes the aovernmentis responses in 2569-70, 
wheals  vas aro ac and the iasue rotated around the latter agreement signed by Burke 
4arsh,ISl. 

What Maeda then provided is a copy of the law which says as J. have, that Thera must 
be these findings and agreements and that thereafter the deal is binding. 

Not that the defense against ao was not by the estate or its counsel but by the 
government, one of the raauIts of auch deals. 

ember if you talk to 42essar that the firnt thing the CREEPB did when Con= 
Cause made rhea was to transfer all ita records to the Archives as part of kixon's 
"Yreaidential papers:` and the Archives actually acaeated than. 

.lso relevant, I firm k. is tba Seep=  in the second of Hugh Scott's awe ia this 
job and that puolic quoations have been raised about deals they have made with property, 
one rocantly if not curaently In court in Philadelphia. 


